Evaluation of linkage disequilibrium measures between multi-allelic markers as predictors of linkage disequilibrium between single nucleotide polymorphisms.
Effectiveness of marker-assisted selection (MAS) and quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping using population-wide linkage disequilibrium (LD) between markers and QTLs depends on the extent of LD and how it declines with distance between markers and QTLs in a population. Marker-QTL LD can be predicted from LD between markers. Our previous work evaluated LD measures between multi-allelic markers as predictors of usable LD of multi-allelic markers with QTLs. Since single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the current marker of choice for high-density genotyping and LD-mapping of QTLs, the objective of this study was to use LD between multi-allelic markers to predict LD among biallelic SNPs or between SNPs and QTLs. Observable LD between multi-allelic markers was evaluated using nine measures. These included two pooled and standardized measures of LD between pairs of alleles at two markers based on Lewontin's LD measure, two pooled measures of squared correlations between alleles, one standardized measure using Hardy-Weinberg heterozygosities, and four measures based on the chi-square statistic for testing for association between alleles at two loci. The standardized chi-square measure that best predicted usable LD between multi-allelic markers and QTLs, based on our previous work, overestimated usable SNP-SNP or SNP-QTL LD. Instead, three other measures were found to be good predictors of usable SNP-SNP or SNP-QTL LD when LD is generated by drift. Therefore, the LD measure between multi-allelic markers that is best for predicting usable LD in a population depends on the type of markers (i.e. multi-allelic or biallelic) that will eventually be used for QTL mapping or MAS.